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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10300-10053
R. Harten
Hawtorn
3900 Barnett
JE 6-1981

No information could be found identifiable with above. C-77202 on Perry HARTEN reflects that Perry and wife, Rose Madeline HARTEN, were registered agents for the Brussels World Exposition in 1956. Perry HARTEN in 1955 was being considered for assignment in QK-ACTIVE, but no use materialized. He was born 25 October 1915 in New York City and had been employed from 1942-1945 with OWI, and in 1946 transferred to the Department of State as Chief of Studio Operating Section (IBD). He also worked for USIA until 1954 and his termination may have been based on an investigation then being conducted by State Department on a suspected homosexual ring in VOA since Subject was at that time under suspicion based on reports from co-workers.

Paul Gregory
3513 Dorothy Lane
PE 1-1630 (possibly PE 1-1639)

and on page 14:

Peter Gregory
Continental Life Bldg
ED 6-8449

(Relationship, if any, between last three lines is not known.)

Neither GREGORY could be identified in OS files.

George Bouhe
4740 Homer St.
TA 7-2288

This person could not be identified from OS files.